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Introduction

chapter 1 Introduction

Theadvancement of communication and computer technology has fundamentally and

irrevocably altered the way people exchange information, do business, learn and make

decisions. This will undoubtedly continue. Two general trends have been developing in

the latter half of the twentieth century. First, the need for mobile communication so

that people are nolonger bound tospecific location. Second, the need for high process

ing power to sift through the huge amount of information currently available.

The INFOPAD project at the University of California at Berkeley hopes to usher in a

newera of mobile, high speedinformation processing by developing an indoor mobile

multimedia terminal [1,2]. The INFOPAD will serve as a multipurpose telephone,

computer and pager in one platform
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Introduction

While bothhighspeed computers andmobile communication systems have been

developed, combining the functionality of the two has yetto be done. The require

ment of mobility greatly limits the size and weightof the mobile terminal. As a

result, battery size and hence power consumption must be kept to a minimum.

Our solution isto provide low power mobile terminals linked to stationary computers

thatwill perform thebulk ofthe computation. It isapparent that the design ofthedata

link between the fixed computer and the mobile terminal is critical to the success of

the project. The data needed by the mobile terminal orpersonal communication sys

tem (PCS) is estimated to be around 2 Mbits per second. This includes bothvideo

andsystem protocol information. The data transmitted bytheterminal will consist of

mainly penand keystroke information and is estimated to bearound 64Kbits/sec.

It is expected that ina typical indoor environment there will be a user every 4-10

square meters[3]. With QAM symbol encoding the spectral density needed for the

downlink will be 0.5bit/Hzm. To accommodate this high spectral density, large

rooms will be divided into cells witha single base station within each cell. Fiber

LANS are expected to have the flexibility to move data between the fixed computers

and the base stations within each cell
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Goals and Objectives

Goals and Objectives

Our goal will be to analyze the performance of the wireless portion of the link from the

base station to the multiple mobile terminals. Once this accomplished, a system level

design for the basestation transmitter andthe mobile terminal will be developed. Analysis

of an asynchronous Spread Spectrum communication in an indoor environment has been

done by Misser [4,5] and Kavehrad [6,7] for Ricean andRayleigh environments respec

tively. With a morerealistic model forRicean fading we will show thatbetter performance

is expected for broadcast transmission than that predictedfor asynchronous transmission.

In addition our analysis will include the effects of inter-cell interference.
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System Overview

chapter 2 System Overview

A block diagram of the overall system is shown inFigure 1. The bulk of the computa

tion is done by the stationary computer which is connected to the mobile terminal via a

fiber and wireless link. The mobile terminal is primarily a user interface which dis

plays video signals and transmits the key and pen strokes of the user.

The data between the base station and the fixed computer can be carried by a fiber

LAN system. This thesis will focus on the wireless link from the base station to the

mobile terminals.
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Goals and Objectives

figure 1. Overview of the INFOPAD Wireless Link
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System Overview

Indoor environment

In an indoor environment there are multiple signal paths between the base station and

the mobile terminal. Reflections from various objects within the room constructively

anddestructively interfere at the antenna making thereceived signal amplitude vary

dramatically or "fade" as the position of the mobile terminal changes. The base station

is fixed. Furthermore, the fading occurs approximately independently for position

shifts greater than halfa wavelength of the carrier. The INFOPAD carrier frequency

will be on the order of 1 GHz, so in our case this is a shift of about 0.15 meters.

If no line of sight (LOS) exists between the base station and the mobile terminals then

the fading can be modeled as a Rayleigh fading. A more typical caseoccurs when a

direct line of sightexists. In thiscase, the fading can be characterized asRicean [8,9].

The Rayleigh case willprovide a conservative lower bound on performance while the

Ricean case will provide a more realistic scenario.

The environment will change slowly relative to the symbol rate. Ifwe assume that peo

ple move on the order of lm/s and that the carrier is 1GHz then the coherence time of

the channel A(tc) is approximately
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Indoor environment

A, x 0.5 A.
A(U a 0.155c 1m

5

With a symbol rate of IMBaudwe have a symbol duration of T = 1|X5 and

A(U s0.15^»r = lj^s

(EQ1)

(EQ2)

As a resultof [11] we can assume that thechannel is fixed during onesymbol time. An

important measure of themultipath environment is the multipath delay spread. If

0 (t) isthe delay power spectrum ofthe channel then the rms delay spread isgiven by

Tds =

loo

r O (0 dt

oo

J*(0
0

dt

tt®{t)dt

0
00

f<D (0 dt

\0

(EQ3)

The inverse ofthe delay spread isknown as the coherence bandwidth F and isgiven

by [12].
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System Overview

F = •=-=— <EQ4)
c 2kT,

ds

Signals separated bymore than thecoherence bandwidth will fade approximately inde

pendently of each other. One of thereasons spread spectrum is used in a multipath

environment is that it spreads the signal overa bandwidth muchgreaterthan the coher

ence bandwidth. The probability that the larger channel will fadecompletely is much

smaller than the probability that the narrowband channel will fade.

Base Station

Asingie base station ineach cell will transmit tomultiple users within the cell. Inaddi

tion to the user data a commoncontrol channel or pilot tone is provided whichfulfils

twouseful functions. About 50% of thetime a known orreference signal is transmitted

which will allow the mobile terminals to adapt tothe channel and track changes inthe

environment. The other portion of thetime the channel will carry control data. This

will include a system time, code assignments for each user within the cell and the

address for thecurrent and adjacent cells. This information is necessary to handle cell

hand-off. The control data will also include protocol information for the uplink, for

instance acknowledging mobile terminal transmissions.
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Base Station

A blockdiagram is shown in Figure 2. Data from each userandthe pilottone first passes

through a 4-QAM coder. At this point the symbol rate is IMBaud. The data is then multi

plied by a specific spread spectrum code. This code runs at the chip rate Tc and spreads

the data over a much larger bandwidth than theoreticallyneeded.

INFOPAD will use Walsh sequences for spreading codes which have the desirable prop

erty ofcomplete orthogonality at a zero phase offset. It will beshown that this is a great

advantage for broadcast transmission in a Ricean fading environment. Unfortunately, the

auto correlation properties arevery poor forother phase offsets. This means that theper

formance will be poor in a multipath environment. In addition to this, the Walsh codes do

not spread the signal uniformly over the spectrum. To counteract this, the data streams are

added together and multiplied by a pseudo random sequence which runs at the chip rate.

This improves both the spectral properties of the transmitted signal as well as the autocor

relation properties for non zero phase shifts. Different base stations use the same PN

sequence but at different phase offsets. This helps isolate the cells from one another.
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System Overview

FIGURE 2. Base Station Transmitter
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Downlink Receiver

Downlink Receiver

Ablock diagram of thedownlink receiver in the mobile terminal is shown inFigure 3.

The received signal passes through a band pass filter and is demodulated down to base

band. The cell receiver de-spreads boththe userandcontrol channel signals and out

puts thedata. Asthis is happening, the peak detector is continually scanning thepower

level of adjacent cells to determine if the mobile terminal is near a cell boundary.

Whenit is near a cell boundary, it notifies the system via the uplink. The basestation in

theadjacent cellthentransmits identical data. The adjacent cell receiver begins to track

thedata from the adjacent cell. While thePCS remains at thecellboundary the

receiver dynamically switches between the strongest signal. This diversity reception

decreases the chances ofmissing the cell hand-off. Once safely inthe adjacent cell, the

cell receiver takes over the reception.
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System Overview

FIGURE 3. Downlink receiver in Mobile Terminal
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Downlink Receiver

One of our primary concerns is withthe trade-offs involved in building the cell

receiver. A block diagram is shown below in Figure 4. The data is multiplied by the

pseudo random sequence to reverse the original scrambling.The phase is determined

using the fixed data within the control channel. This can be quitedifficult in practice

[13]. Thecontrol channel and user data are recovered bycorrelating with their respec

tivecodes andthenrunning the output through a QAM slicer. Timing recovery is

accomplished by adjusting the clock phase to maximize the absolute value of the out

put of the control channel correlator. This is a relatively simplereceiverstructurethat

does not take advantage of the diversity available, later it will be shown that more

complex receiver structures will improve performance.
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System Overview

FIGURE 4. Basic Cell Receiver For User K
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Transmission Model

chapter 3 Modeling andAnalysis

Transmission Model

The bit stream for the kth (&=!,...£) user is

oo

¥<>= EW,('-'TC).
I =00

(EQ5)

where the rectangular pulse Pj is defined as

P (0= | i.O£/<r, |
Ts vO, elsewherey (EQ6)

and the user data ^.-has values
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Modeling and Analysis

bkie {±i±/} (EQ7)

The data bits are multiplied first by a Walsh spreading code and then by a pseudoran

dom sequence which both run at the chip rate. Multiplication by both the Walshcode

and the pseudo random sequence is equivalent to multiplication by a single sequence

for each user. This sequence is given by

oo

ak® = £ w «-<Tc)
,=_<» c

Where the chips a„ have values

akie {±1}

Ignoring the filtering details, the transmittedsignal for all users is then

(EQ8)

(EQ9)

K

S(t) =£ a^b^AJ™* (eqio)
k = l

where Ais the amplitude ofeach signal and co is the radial carrier frequency.
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Channel Model

Channel Model

In general the impulseresponse spreads the energy of the signal overtime. This is

illustrated in Figure 5.

FIGURE 5. Typical Impulse Responseof an IndoorMultipathChannel

lh(t)l

AAA

In the INFOPAD system, the received signal will be band-limited to eliminate out of

band noise, demodulated andsampled at the chip rate T . As aresult, we canmodel

the baseband channel as the sum of discrete impulses each separated by achip time

[11]

L je.
h(t) = £p.tft-/7)e 1 (eqii)

/=1

pj, 0j are random variables independent ofone another. The amplitudes p. 's are

assumed to be either Rayleigh orRicean distributed depending onthe model that is

used. The phases 0j in both cases are uniform over the interval [0, In]. The multi-
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Modeling and Analysis

path delay spread for the 1GHz range has been measured at somewhere between 20-

50ns depending on the room size[10]. If the delay spread is known then the number of

resolvable multipath components is given by

L = INT ~T~ +1
\1cJ

(EQ12)

Where INTfxJ takes the integer part ofx.

Reception Model

After passing through the channel and being demodulated the received signal is

L K y'6
*(/)"lE EP/e lafi-lT<}Ht-lT(} +N® (EQ13)

l=lk=l

whereN(t) is the filtered gaussian noise. This differs from the asynchronous casecon

sidered by Misser and Kavehrad[4,5,6,7]. Inthe asynchronous case, the signal for each

userpasses through anindependent channel. In this case the receivedsignal is
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Reception Model

L K :q

RXt) =il E<v \(*-r/P¥'-r/P+Aw (eqi4)
l=lk=l

Where the amplitudes P{j, ... fiLK are i.i.d and Rayleigh distributed in Kavehrad's

model and Ricean distributed in Misser's model. The phases 0. in both cases are uni

form over the interval [0, 2n] and Li.d. Thedelays are alsoi.i.d and uniform overthe

interval [0, Ts] .

With the timing recoverycircuitry, the receiver will synchronize to one of the multi-

pathcomponents. The userthencorrelates with thecorresponding multiple access

(spread spectrum) code. Initially we will assume that thereceiver randomly selects a

path to synchronizewith, so without lossof generality we will considerthe case where

the first user synchronizes to the first pathcomponent. Aftercorrelation withthe first

user's (£=1) spread spectrum sequence a2(t) the decision variable is

' = Tl+T» L K
e =

A\^ V^ /(6/-0PJ 2^^^le l 1ak('-lTc)bk(t-lTc)al(t)dt +W <EQ15>
t = T{ l = lk = l
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Modeling and Analysis

L K . <=Tl+h

e=252iCp/e l l \ ak(t~iTc)bk(t-iTc)ai(t)dt+w (eq16)l=lk =l tJTl

W is the filtered gaussian noise with

E(W) - 0, VAR(W) = NQTb (EQ17)

The variance of the channel noise at the input to the slicer is identical to the case when

narrowband transmission is used. We can simplify (16) by noting that Walsh codes are

orthogonal to each other at a zero phase offset. As a result,

Tb
fak(t)bk(t)aj{t)dt =

5 V 0,i*y* J
(EQ 18)

where b1^ is the current bit of user j. In addition let us define two useful correlation
functions
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and define

Reception Model

Rki(T) 3 f(\(t " T) ' ai^ dt <EQ 19>
0

Tb

Rki(T) S J (^ - T) ' aiW) dt (EQ20)

®j = 0^- 0j (EQ21)

The decision variable can now be written as

AT L K _
b i , A rn ^ J®

" Pl —b0+ 2£ £ ¥ !(b-lRklK) +^klK)) +* <EQ22>
1 = 2k = 1

Where &^ is the current bit of user j and ti_ j is the previous bit of usery.
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CHAPTER 4

Rayleigh Fading with Uniform Delay Profile

Rayleigh Fading with
Uniform Delay Profile

Gaussian Approximation

In order to explicitly calculate the error performance of the system we must take into

account theeffectof thechannel noise and theinterfering multipath components. Inthe

case of Rayleigh fading withuniform delay profile each of theamplitudes of the

impulse response are assumed Rayleigh distributed and i.i.d. The in-phase component

is then gaussian. M. Kavehrad [6,7] used this to write the decision variable as

ATb j
= Pj-o- "bQ + K (EQ23)
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Gaussian Approximation

where £ is zero mean and gaussian. Assuming Rayleigh fading and that each of the

four possible QAM symbols is equally likely we have

L K y©
E(D =lY*H E(PpE<* l)E(b-lRklVTJ +boXkl(lTc» +W <EQ24>

l = 2k = l

E^) = E(bkQ) =0->E© - 0 (EQ25)

For Rayleigh fading thereal and imaginary components of £ are i.i.d. and equal to one

half of VAR(0 where

2 L K
VAR(0 =E(|C|2) =J £ £ E(p2)E|K^2 +EW2 (EQ26,

l = 2k = l

or, using the i.i.d properties of the path amplitudes P.

VAR(C) =^ (L-i)^(p2)E|Kn|2 +E|W12 (EQ27)
where we defined the code correlation factor

K*/ =b-lRkl(/7'c) +bSRkl('7,c) (EQ28,
We interpret this result as follows: the multi-user interference and multi-path self-inter

ference can beadded tothe channel noise. The variance of the interference term is pro-
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Rayleigh Fading with Uniform Delay Profile

portionalto the number of usersK and the number of resolvable paths minus 1. This

occurs because the first paths of all users are orthogonal.

Although Walsh codes are the underlying CDMA code andensure orthogonality, the

addition of the PNsequence makes the sequence pseudo-random. By approximating

thecross correlation sequence as random for phases other than zero and assuming

equal probabilities of 1,-1 we can express the real part of the cross correlation factor

Tb N

Re(lc*P " f £ XiPT (/" iTJ dt>l * l <EQ29>

simplifying we have

Oi = l c

N

Re(K*P - £ XiTC <*«30,
/= 1

where the Xt 's are i.i.d. and

P{ (Xt = 1)) = 0.5, P((Xi - -1)) = 0.5 (EQ3D

With this approximation the second moment ofthe real part isgiven by
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Gaussian Approximation

N N N j2

E(Re<K*P2) ="L"LEix^ - LE{xiT$ =NT2c =i <eq32>
i = 1/ = 1 / = 1

The second moment of the imaginary partis identical to the second moment of the real

part. This result is different than the case where the cross correlation is asynchronous.

This result is given by reference [14] and is

E(Re(Ky2) =l± (EQ33,
With the second moment of the cross correlation factor the variance of the interfering

terms is

AT ^
VAR(C) - 2(-^) (L-l)KE®2)±+N0Tb (eq34,

The conditional signal-to-noise ratio inboth the in-phase and quadrature components

is

($iATb\2

Y|P; = « (EQ35)
ATh 2 „ i NnTu(-^) (L-7)^E(P2)1 +-^
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Rayleigh Fading with Uniform Delay Profile

TIP, =
efc

(L-1)K(±)ES +N0
(EQ 36)

wherethe transmitted energypersymbol E and average energy persymbol E are

defined as

Es*A2Tb,Es*E®2)Eb (eq37)

In acellular system a significant portion of the multi user interference power comes

from adjacent cells. For the Qualcomm mobile phone system approximately 35%

according to [15]. To our knowledge, comparable indoor measurements have not been

taken. We will assume that all cells have exactly the same number of users and that

they all transmit at the same power. We will define a as the ratio of the total outer cell

interference power to the power transmitted by onecell. The total power transmitted

by one cell is LKE^. As aresult, the conditional signal-to-noise ratio is given by

P?E,
Y|Pj — z (EQ38)

((l +a)L-l)K(i)E;+N0

This is different from theexpression derived by Kavehrad for the asynchronous non-

cellular case. In his case we have
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No Diversity

Y\&1 = 1? _ (EQ39)
(LK-l)(N5)Ei +N0

The real change in perfonnance will occur in Ricean environments. If we assume that

the symbols are grayencoded then the conditional probability of a bit error is

PWPP =±erfc(Jr[pp (EQ4o,

No Diversity

Let us now consider 3 different ways of selecting ourdecision path. If we choose a

path at random then the amplitude of the path is Rayleighdistributed. We canthen

average the probability of errorby the distribution

CO

P(e) = (?(e\x)fx(x)dx (EQ41)
0

In the case of random path selectionthe integral becomes
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Rayleigh Fading with Uniform Delay Profile

oo

X E.
P(e) = [erfc{ _

This integral is evaluated in [6] and is

\_\ Yo ^P(e) = f(X0) =
V To +1y

Where the average signal-to-noise ratio is

T s

((l +a)L-l)tf(I)EJ+iV0

1 x)—e °dx
x,

= E(T)

(EQ42)

(EQ43)

(EQ44)

Wecan simplify our expression for the signal to noise ratio if we note that the interfer

encenoise is usually muchlarger thanthe background noise in our system. In this case

we have
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Selection Diversity

T NT0= ((l +a)L-l)Jr (EQ45)

It is worth noting that increasing the transmitter power does not change theerror per

formance of the system at highsignal to noise ratios. Although thismay seem counter

intuitive at first, it simply reflects the fact that the interference power increases along

with the signal power.

Selection Diversity

A betteralternative to the previous method is to select the largest signal path ampli

tude. This can be done by adjusting the system timing to track the largest correlation

peak. It can also be done spatially by adding multiple antennas to the system. The

antennas must be separated by at leasthalf a wavelength in orderfor the signals to be

approximately un-correlated. If NA isthe number ofantennas in the INFOPAD system

and L is thenumber of discrete multipath components then the total number of signals

to choose from is given by M= NA*L. M is referred to as theorder of diversity. The

p.d.f of the largest signal component is given by[4]
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Rayleigh Fading with Uniform Delay Profile

M-l \

M-l

/*» - M\ e r*

The probability of error is given by.

J

oo

(-D

x0
•exp(-—(k+l))

x0 J

P(e) = fP(e\x)fx(x)dx
0

This integral is evaluated in ref[6]

-1
^ (-i) * Y0M-l

£ = 0
y £+7 ^Jfc +P

Maximum Ratio Combining

(EQ 46)

(EQ47)

(EQ48)

The final case we wish to consider occurs when we take a weighted sum ofthe Msig

nals available. Theoptimal reception will occur when thesignal to noise ratio of the

sum is maximized.
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Maximum Ratio Combining

T =

M

E £a.X(.
\ = 1

VAR (EaA,
\ = 7 y

(EQ 49)

If theantennas receive the same average power and thepower is distributed equally

over the L path components then the variances are equal

VAR(X/)=VAR(X/.),V/,y

and the sum is maximized when

a. =£(*,.)* =p.e j&>

In this case the signal-to-noise ratio becomes

31

^P? Pm =

M

^Ep'
i = l

(U+a)L-l)K(±)Es +N,
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Rayleigh Fading with Uniform Delay Profile

This is the optimal SNR that can beobtained. The coefficients can bedetermined using

the known data in the control channel as shown in Figure 6. If each path is independent

the probability of error is given by

•*-'' -<-/)*
Kk = 0 J

(EQ53)
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Maximum Ratio Combining

figure 6. Coefficient estimator for MRC Reception
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Ricean Fading

chapter 5 RiceanFading

Channel Model

In his analysis of asynchronous indoor cellular systems Misser [4,5] assumed a chan

nel impulse response of

Ht) = £p.5(f-r.)/ ' (EQ54)

where the fi. 's are assumed to be Ricean and i.i.d. Webelieve that a more realistic

model for the INFOPAD system is
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Channel Model

h(/) - P/«^+£ Pz5(r - ITC)J*> (EQ55)
/ = 2

Where the channel responseconsists of a dominant resolvable path and several scat

tered paths. Webelieve this to be realistic because typically a LOS will exist between

the transmitter and receiver in an indoor environment. Measurements [16] have indi

cated that the total power in the scattering paths is approximately 6-7 dB less than the

power in the dominant path. We will define the total scattering path power to be a frac

tion y of the dominant path power.

L

£ E(P^) =yE(P/) (EQ56)

The distribution of the dominant resolvable path has been characterizedas Ricean with

/ on the order of 7-11 dB [8].

_ (E(P,))2 0JS2
1 £ = j- (EQ57)

VAR(P^) +£ E(p2)
/ = 2

As a small approximation, we will assume that the resolvable path variance is much

smallerthan the total energy in the scattered paths.
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Ricean Fading

E(P/ 1
/*-£ = - (EQ58)

1 = 2

With ournew model forRicean fading wecannot assume symmetry of the amplitudes

on the multipath components. Rather reference [16] suggests that the dominant resolv

able path is significantly larger than the scattering components. As a result we will

assume that we synchronize to the dominant path. As in (23) our received signal is

AT. a /0

=Prf-rA +1Z E p'e ' (»-ihi«Tc)+ »kohSlTc» +w <*»"»
l = 2k = l

Note that due to theorthogonality of the spreading codes at zero phase offset a large

portion of themulti-user powerdoesnotinterfere with thedesired signal. Asbefore we

caninvoke the central limittheorem andmodel the interfering terms as gaussian noise.

ATb x

Assuming independence ofthe scattering components and that each ofthe four possi

ble QAM symbols is equally likely we have
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L K

/=2*=i

W-d - E(^) =O-^E(C) =0 (EQ62)

The variance of the noise is

L K

VAR(C) =E(|C|2) =f £ £ E(p2) E|%|2 +E\W\2 (eq*,
/=2£=i

As before

2 K L
VAR© =E(|C|2) =^ £ (ljl) £ E(p2) +E|W2 (EQ64)

ife = 1 / = 2

simplifying we have

a:

VAR© =f £ (T?s)YE(Pd2) +EW2 (EQ65)
*=1
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with one final substitution using the fact that

yE(p^2) = a2 (Ease)

we have

A2 72 i N0ThVAR(0 - \ K(TJp a2 +-^ (EQ67)
The conditional signal tonoise ratio inboth the inphase and quadrature components is

We have

V

2

Y| PH 5 (EQ68)
d AT, 2 , i NnT,

( *) o2KlT+ ° b
2 ' N 2

Normalizing the equations with (34) and

P S FTj
(EQ 69)

v2d
T\vd M (EQ70)

5+ °
N 2a2E,

The average signal to noise ratio is given by
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E<vrf) 1+ 0 5s2
Y0 "£(TI V =— TT0 " Wj- (EQ 71'

* 2o2E, N l^E,

This is significantly different from the signal to noise ratio in Misser's model. In his

model he assumes L i.i.d. Ricean multipathcomponents. In that case the conditional

signal-to-noise ratio is given by.

T'l v'i =
A

(LK-•1) wE(v'2i)+
No

2a2Es

(EQ 72)

The optimal average signal to noise ratio in Misser's caseis given by using MRC

reception. In that case it is given by.

E(v'2)L
r0 ~E(T\ V'd) = " jf (EQ 73)

(LK-l)^E(v'2)+°-
3N l 2c-aEs

Thereis a significant difference in theperformance predicted by the twomodels. If we

compare the average signal to noise ratios we see that
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T0 E(y2) 3N 1 2a2Es
sa (EQ74)

1 K-TZ +
N 2o2E

s

We can simplify this ratio if we assume that the channel noise is small relative to the

interference noise and that KL » 1 then we have

^-S(\+0.5s2)(h = (1+I)(?) (EQ75)
0 5 3

We see that there is a 6-7dB difference in the average signal to noise ratio between our

model and Misser's for broadcast transmission. A numerical comparisonof the bit

error rate will be presented later.

Cellular System

A significant portion of interferencecomes from the adjacentcells. However, due to

the highly directional antennas that will beused in the INFOPAD system, we expect

that the scattering power and LOS power from adjacent cells will interfere differently

with our transmission. Near the interior of the cell, LOS interference from other cells

will not be present, only scattering interference. However, near cell boundaries this
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Cellular System

LOS component will be significant. As a small approximation we will considerthe

dominant resolvable path power to be equal to the LOS power. We will define a to be

the ratio of the total outer cell scattering interference power to the scattering power of 1

cell. We expect that this parameterwill be solely a function of cell distance. The total

scattering power inone cell is given by KyE(y~j)Es = Kg E .

We will define JLL to be the ratio of the total outer cellLOS interference power to the

LOS power of 1 cell. We expect this to be a function of distance and directional

antenna gain. The total LOS power in one cell is given by KE(v2.)E = K(0.5S2)E .

Furthermore we will make the simplifying assumption that all cells transmit atthe

same signal power and have the same number of users. In this case the signal to noise

ratio becomes.

T\vd n (EQ76)
((l+a)+^0.5s2)Kl +-^L

N 2a2E
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No Diversity

Diversity takes on a slightly different meaning with our model. By synchronizing to

the dominant resolvable path, we are effectively using selection diversity among the

multipath components. Minuscule gains canbe obtained using true selection diversity

or MRC reception in our model. Significant gains canstill be obtained, however, by

using multiple antennas. As a result we will define a different order of diversity with

this model, where M' = NA. We will consider single antenna reception as non-diver

sity reception. We cannot derive a closed form expression for the error rate and, as a

result, we must numerically integrate against the Ricean pdf.

00

Where the pdf is given by

P(e) = fP(e\ v)fv(v)dv (E077)
0

2 2
v + s/v(v) = Vexp( ^ VflC™) (EQ78)

and Iq ( ) is azero order modified bessel function.
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Selection Diversity

For selection diversity withmantennas, wemust integrate against the pdf for the max

imum of m i.i.d. ricean variables. This is given by

/„«„» = '"(>\,(v))m-i/» (EQ79,vmax

where F ( ) is the cumulative distribution function of/ ( ).

Maximum Ratio Combining

Finally, the pdf for the square root of the sum of the squares of mricean variables is.

f (v) = v
( J \

v

\Ms2J

M-l

2 2( v +Ms v. , .
exp( ^ >lM - l(sv> <EQ8°)

and /^ ( )is aMth order modified bessel function.
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CHAPTER 6 Results

We are now in a position to present some numerical results. All figures are generated

assuming a 1 Mbaud symbol ratewhich will correspond to a totaldatarateof 2Mbits/s

in our 4-QAM system. In addition, we will assume the following default parameters

for all graphs unless otherwise stated.

_ = ioJ, N = 64, NA = 2,a = 0.35, |A = 0.2
/v0

where rr is the symbol power to channel noise ratio, N is the spread factor, NA is the
o

number of antennas, a is theratio ofouter-cell scattering interference power to the

total scattering power within the cell and |X is the ratio of outer-cell LOS interference

power to the total LOS power within the cell. We will first compare system perfor

mance under the two different model assumptions and show that there is a significant
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difference in performance. This is shown in Figure 7. Note that if our model is correct

then we will get significantly better performance at a much lower hardware cost than

expected for the asynchronous case. A summary of the differences in the various mod

els is included below

TABLE 1.

MODEL

UPLINK/

DOWNLINK DELAY PROFILE

INTERCELL

INTERFERENCE
INTRACELL

INTERFERENCE

INFOPAD D LOS + SCATTER ORTHOGONAL LOS +

RAYLEIGH SCATTER

RANDOM LOS + RAY

LEIGH SCATTER

MISSER U I.I.D RICEAN

KAVEHRAD U I.I.D RAYLEIGH
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Environmental Parameters

The performance of the downlink depends heavily on environmental parameters which

we cannot control, such as the LOS component in the signal (s) and the cellular inter

ference parameters cc, jl. The performancedepends as well on several hardware

parameters that wecan control such as the type of receiver we use: No Diversity,

Selection Diversityor Maximum Ratio Combining and factors such as the number of

antennas and the spread factor. We will first look at the affect of the environmental

parameters.

Environmental Parameters

Thefirst case to be considered is theperformance of a simple receiver withno diver

sity for differentricean fading environments. The spreadfactor is 128, the SNR is

30dB and there are two antennas. This is shown in Figure 8. Even in a riceanenviron

ment we can see that the performance is not thatdesirable. Figure 9 shows the error

performance for selection diversity. Wesee that a moderate increase in hardware com

plexitycan improve performance dramatically.

Finally, FigurelO shows the result ofusing Maximal ratio combining. This is the opti

mal receiver structure. The difficulty isthat Maximal ratio combining requires perfect

orclose toperfect knowledge of the amplitudes and phases ofeach path while Selec

tion diversity requires only knowledge of the relative signal power.
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FIG8 - EFFECT OF RICEAN PARAMETER I ON NON DIVERSITY RECEPTION
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FIG9 - EFFECT OF RICEAN PARAMETER I ON SELECTION DIVERSITY RECEPTION
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FIGIO - EFFECT OF RICEAN PARAMETER I ON MRC RECEPTION
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FIG12 - EFFECT OF CELLULAR PARAMETER U ON SYSTEM PERFORMANCE
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Environmental Parameters

The effect of the two cellular parameters a, |Xis shown in Figures J,K. No estimates

for these values exist at the moment.
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FIG7- MODEL COMPARISION
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FIGll - EFFECT OF CELLULAR PARAMETER ALPHA ON SYSTEM PERFORMANCE
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Results

Hardware Parameters

There are a few system parameters that we cancontrol; such as the spread factor, num

ber of antennas and receiver structure. If we increase the spread factor we will be able

to improvethe auto-correlation properties of the spreading codesand hencereduce the

multi-user interference of the system for a fixed number of users. Increasing the spread

factor however, also increases the bandwidth needed for transmission. In addition the

correlator has to run atahigher rate soa substantial hardware penalty mustbe paid for

improved performance. The effect of different spreading rates is shown in Figure 11. A

doubling of the spread factor results in a lowering of the BER of about70% in the case

of selection diversity. The improvement is more pronounced inthe case of MRG recep

tion. In this case, adoubling ofthe spread factor results in about an order ofmagnitude

decrease in the error rate.

Another way to improve INFOPAD's performance is to increase the number of anten

nas used toreceive the signal. This improves the chances of receiving ahigh amplitude

signal. More paths will be available at the receiver which will be able to take advan

tage of themultiple sources. The antennas must beseparated by approximately 0.15

meters (half awavelength of thecarrier) for this method to be acceptable. This limits

the number of antennas that wecan actually have. The effect of multiple antennas is
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shown in Figure 12. A close look reveals that adding an additional antenna has about

the same effect as doubling the spread factor for these parameters.

The last thing to be investigated is the change in performance for changes in the trans

mitter power. This is shown in figure 13. SNR in our case is defined as the ratio of the

symbol power to the background noise power.

_ES
SNR = j-p (EQ81)

^0

The behavioris atypical of a normal communications system in that an increase in

transmitter power willnotnecessarily increase the error performance of the system.

This is because the limiting noisecomponent is not background noisebut multi-user

interference. This is important with amicrowave carrier because wewant tokeep the

signal power as low as possible.
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FIG13 - EFFECT OF SPREAD FACTOR ON SYSTEM PERFORMANCE
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FIG 14 - EFFECT OF MULTIPLE ANTENNAS ON SYSTEM PERFORMANCE
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Conclusion

Conclusion

These results provided some very useful design information. According to our propa

gation model, the INFOPAD downlink performance will be significantly better than

expected with amuch simpler hardware design. In addition it is critical that any

spreading codeschosen should have zero cross correlation atazerophase offset. Better

performance will be obtained with the addition of additional antennas and/or increas

ing the spread factor of the system.The benefits from adding additional antennas and

increasing the spread factor were explicitly calculated for specific environments. From

these results, it is hoped, the hardware trade-offs can bedecided. Finally, the addition

of the adjacent cellreceiver, while adding hardware complexity, will improve receiver

performance near a cell boundary. The exact effect has not been calculated.

At this point it is expected that we could have two antennas on the mobile terminal and

that the spreading factor will beeither a factor of 32or 64 depending onthe difficulty

of hardware implementation. We also expect to use a selection diversity receiver struc

ture.
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Results

Future Work

Much work remains to be done. The most important is to determine if our model is

realistic for indoor environments and if so, thecritical multi-cell interference parame

ters a, JJ, must be determined or estimated. In addition, the same numbers of users

have been assumed forallcells. This is unrealistic. Thenumber of users in theadjacent

cells should be assumed random and independent of the number of users within the

current cell.

Anotheraspect of the system which was not investigated is the performance of the

receiver when it is near a cell boundary. Inthis case it is expected that LOS compo

nents from theadjacent cells will interfere with thedesired signal making thedownlink

performance worse. Inthis case the addition ofthe adjacent cell receiver will mitigate

this effect. The overall performance ofINFOPAD when itisnear acell boundary needs

to be determined.
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CAPTIONS

Figure 7: Theperformance predicted byourmodel forsynchronous transmission vs and theperformance pre
dicted by Misser's model for asynchronous transmission vs. the number of users with no intra-cellular interfer
ence,a riceanfactorof 10.9dB, twoantennas, a spread factor of 64 anda signal to noiseratioof 30dB.

Es-rr- = 103, N = 64, AM = 2,<x = 0, U= 0, / = \Q.9dB

Figure 8: The performance of non-diversity receptionvs the number of users for various ricean environments
with scattering interference power factor of .35, a LOS interference power factor of .2,two antennas, a spread
factor of 64 and a signal to noise ratio of 30dB.

jr- = 103, N= 64, AM = 2,a = 0.35, U= 0.2

Figure9: The performanceof selectiondiversityreception vs the numberof users for variousricean environ
ments withscattering interference power factor of .35,a LOS interference power factor of .2, twoantennas, a
spread factor of 64 and a signal to noise ratio of 30dB.

*' 3•rr- = 10 , N = 64, NA = 2,ct = 0.35, U = 0.2
"o

Figure 10: The performance of MRC receptionvs. the numberof users for various riceanenvironmentswith a
scattering interference power factor of.35, aLOS interference power factor of.2, two antennas, a spread factor
of 64 and a signal to noise ratio of 30dB.

Es 3-rr- =» 10J, N = 64, NA = 2,ct = 0.35, u = 0.2
"o

Figure 11: Theperformance of MRC andselection diversity reception vs. thenumber ofusers forvarious scatter
ing interference power factors, a LOS interference power factor of.2,two antennas, a spread factor of64and a
signal to noise ratio of 30dB.

Es _ 3Tr- = 10J, JV = 64, AM = 2,u = 0.2, / = 10.9dfl
"o

Figure 12: Theperformance of MRC andselection diversity reception vs. thenumber ofusers for various LOS
interference power factors, a scattering interference power factor of.35, two antennas, aspread factor of64and
a signal to noise ratio of 30dB.

Es _ 3
rr- = 10 , N = 64, AM = 2,a = 0.35, / = l0.9dB
™0

Figure 13: The performance ofMRC and selection diversity reception vs. the number ofusers for various spread
factors, an inter-cellular scattering interference power factor of.35, an inter-cellular LOS interference power fac
torof .2, twoantennas, a spread factor of 64 anda signal tonoise ratio of 30dB.
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-rr- = 103, N = 64, NA = 2,a = 0.35, / = l0.9dB
^0

Figure 14: The performance of MRC and selectiondiversity reception vs. the number of users for various num
bers of antennas, an inter-cellular scattering interferencepower factor of .35, an inter-cellularLOS interference
power factor of .2, two antennas, a spread factor of 64 and a signal to noise ratio of 30dB.

•rr- = 103, N = 64, NA = 2,a = 0.35, / = l0.9dB

Figure 15: Theperformance of MRC andselection diversity reception vs. thesignal to noiseratiowith an inter
cellularscatteringinterference powerfactorof .35,an inter-cellular LOSinterference powerfactorof .2, two
antennas, a spread factor of 64 and a signal to noise ratio of 30dB.

•rr- = 103, A' = 64, NA = 2,a = 0.35, / = l0.9dB
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